
RS240 Fall 2014 
Professor: Randal Cummings 
Office: Santa Susanna 229  
Office Hours: M/W 11:-noon (by appointment, via email, etc.) 

Moodle: http://moodle.csun.edu 

Email: randal@csun.edu 

  

RS240: The History of Religion –Course Syllabus Fall 2014 

An investigation of major and selected religions around the world using social-scientific tools such as history, 
sociology, and anthropology.  Students learn why various religions change over time and how they interact with 
their particular social and cultural environments.  Examples are taken from ancient and modern religions, major 
and tribal religions, including new religious cults. This course fulfils a Social Sciences General Education 
requirement (S3). 

  

At the outset, this course recognizes the importance of studying religion as part of a culture’s historical, social, 
political, and economic landscape.  It thus fosters a rich appreciation for other cultures and increased understanding 
of religious diversity both here in the Los Angeles area and around the globe.  Recent trends demonstrate the 
importance of understanding the role of religion—with both its positive and negative aspects—and it cannot be over 
stressed in our post 911 world. This course surveys various religions from around the world noting the major 
historical developments of each religion over time.  Religions change for a variety of social, political, economic, 
environmental, and religious reasons.  By taking stock of the specific historical and social context of a religion, we 
are able to better understand why these changes took place and help us recognize the role of religion in the modern 
world.  This social-scientific approach also uses heuristic models from cultural and economic anthropology to 
explain how religions can have such transformative power in societies relating to gender, class, race, nationality, and 
social status.  Essentially, RS 240 draws attention to the inextricable connection between a religion’s socio-historical 
context and its texts, rituals and symbols. 

  

Student Learning Objectives: 

•       Students will become familiar with social-scientific approaches to specific religions covered in the course.  

•       Students will learn to use basic interpretive models from the social sciences to analyze culture, social structure, 
and human behaviors as they pertain to religious phenomena. 

•       Students will recognize different types of societies in order to determine their impact on and function 
withparticular religions.  For example, students should be able to discuss the social, economic, political and /or 
psychological influences that interact with particular religious phenomena. 

•       Students will recognize how religion shapes concepts of gender, ethnicity, and nationality. 

•       Students will be equipped to critically access the major reasons religions change over time. 



•       Students will be able to articulate the weaknesses and strengths of various theories and models applied to the 
study of religions. 

•       Students will know major religious events, texts, persons, rituals, concepts and places for specific religions. 

  

  

GE Student Learning Outcomes and implementation in RS 240: 

Students will:  

1.      Explain how social scientists conduct the systematic study of social relations, human 
experiences and patterns of change over time; 

Implementation/Demonstration: Short bulletin-board essays, class discussion, and/or 
research paper utilizing social-scientific method to analyze major changes in religions.  

2.      Analyze and explain the multiple perspectives found in the social sciences that underlie 
debates on important historical and contemporary issues;  

Implementation/Demonstration: Short bulletin-board essays, class discussion, and/or 
research paper utilizing social-scientific method to include critiques of different social-
scientific theories and methods and their theorists. 

  

3.      Apply appropriate social scientific methods to collect data, analyze, evaluate, explain, 
and/or solve problems in social relations and human behavior;  

Implementation/Demonstration: Short bulletin-board essays, class discussion, and/or 
research paper utilizing social-scientific method that analyze data about a specific 
religion or religious group—past or present. 

  

4.      Demonstrate an understanding of how social problems impact individuals, communities 
and societies. 

Implementation/Demonstration: Short bulletin-board essays, class discussion, and/or 
research paper utilizing social-scientific method addressing how a specific religion or 
religious group attempts to resolve social issues that impact individual, communities, 
and societies. 

  

  



  

  
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: reading assignments, class participation via the internet, mid-term examinations, 
one research paper on a relevant topic of your choice, multi-media field trips (i.e. video watching), one final-
examination, and, of course, good mental hygiene. This course will be conducted partially online and will require 
good work and study habits as well as initiative and self-motivation. 
 
THE RESEARCH PAPER: The choice of paper topics has a wide range of flexibility in the hopes that the students 
will pursue subjects that command their interests and spark their imaginations. You will want to begin exploring 
possible topics from practically the beginning of the course and should not only feel free but consider it a necessary 
step in your preparation to consult the instructor concerning your topic. Various strategies for generating a viable 
topic will be discussed in class.  
  
Required Texts:  
 
This Fleeting World: A Short History of Humanity, Berkshire Publishing; 1st edition (2007),  978-1933782041 
  
Comparing Religions, Jeffrey Kripal, Willey-Blackwell 2014; ISBN978-14051845888 
  
Anthropology and Religion: What We Know, Think, and Question, Robert L. Winzeler, Altamira Press (2012),  
978-0759121904 
  

 
 Assignments and grading criteria: All assignments will be posted. Preparation and class participation are 
factored into the grading. Students must participate in all posted class assignments. This cannot be emphasized 
enough. The mid-term accounts for approximately 20% of your grade, the final about 20%, and the research 
paper 20% with a 40% margin based on online class participation (quality of comments, thoroughness of 
thought, evidence of reading, timeliness, etc). In addition, 2% will be subtracted from your overall grade for 
untimely participation for each assignment. My scale includes plus and minuses. Make-ups are possible only 
by divine intervention. 
  

  

  

  

	  


